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Abstract The growing demand for clean and abundant energy in the society has a great impact on human well-being 
and biodiversity, studies on methods and tools for measurement of energy footprints are therefore necessary as energy 
footprints pose a barrier to clean energy in the society. This chapter presents knowledge and 
an understanding on energy footprints which is the measure of land required to absorb energy emissions, it focuses on 
the outcome of energy use by providing cases of energy emissions, analyzing tools and methods for measurements 
and finally highlighting problems of energy use to provide a guideline for corrective action to be taken. Different 
literatures for research studies on energy footprints measurement tools and methods are reviewed and discussed to 
provide an in-depth understanding on what energy footprint really is and its impact on buildings and the environment. 
It is concluded that having a proper understanding of the merits and demerits of different methods and tools for 
evaluation of energy footprints would aid in effective evaluation of energy footprints in buildings and the environment 
in general. 
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